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Saving our Species
is a catalyst for change
Saving our Species (SoS) is the NSW Government’s
flagship threatened species conservation program
and aims to secure the future of as many
threatened plants and animals as possible. The
success of SoS has been bolstered as a result
of an unprecedented investment by the NSW
Government. Between 2016 and 2021 a total of
$100 million is being invested towards securing
threatened plants and animals in the wild for the
next 100 years. This is being supplemented by an
additional $41.3 million through the Reintroduction
of Locally Extinct Mammals project and $13 million
in NSW Environmental Trust grants.
With more than 1000 plants, animals and
ecological communities in New South Wales
currently under threat, the SoS program is also
founded on a statewide framework for species
conservation that prioritises and coordinates
efforts. This includes a robust method for
prioritising and categorising species and a
measurement and evaluation framework to identify
results and outcomes achieved.
In many ways, SoS is completely changing the
way in which investment in threatened species
conservation is taking place. For example, prior
to SoS, there had been limited investment in plant
species. During 2017–18, the second year of the
$100 million investment in SoS, work was done
for 270 plant species, along with more than 100
animal species.
Projects are being prioritised and designed by
teams of technical species experts. They are then
delivering programs at a local level, sometimes
through partnerships that enable expertise and
costs to be shared, and which build capacity and a
shared sense of purpose along the way.
This increased knowledge sharing and
collaboration between species experts,
landholders, philanthropists, corporates,
non-government organisations (NGOs),
community groups and government agencies is
already producing promising results. This report
showcases some of the highlights from 2017–18
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and provides an update on significant work. It also
introduces some of the work that lies ahead.
Of course, there are challenges as well. New South
Wales is experiencing a severe drought that is
impacting threatened species from frogs right
through to orchids. Hot and dry conditions across
the state more generally have also proved taxing
to projects underway; for example, there was a
mortality rate of approximately 25% of plantings
of the critically endangered Persoonia pauciflora
in the Hunter Central region during May 2017 to
March 2018.
Bushfires have had a negative impact too, such as
last February in Orange when bushfires burnt the
sole SoS site for the vulnerable species Eucalyptus
canobolensis, damaging seedlings and scorching
mature trees.
On a more positive note, five rehabilitated koalas
from the Limeburners Creek National Park fires
were released during the year wearing GPS collars
to track their movements.
As the SoS program reaches five years since it
launched in December 2013, and as it approaches
the halfway point of its $100 million funding, it is
timely to reflect on what has been achieved with
the help and support of partners, stakeholders
and communities across New South Wales. On
behalf of the SoS team, I would like to thank and
acknowledge all our partners and colleagues
across the Office of Environment and Heritage,
as well as Taronga Zoo, Royal Botanic Gardens
and Local Land Services for the roles you have
played in helping secure our threatened species
for generations to come. Your passion, dedication
and resilience in the face of drought and other
setbacks is inspirational and is creating a sense
of enthusiasm and achievement that puts us all
in good stead.
Anthony Lean
Chief Executive,
Office of Environment
and Heritage
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SAVING OUR SPECIES

2017–18
at a glance

$20 million invested
During 2017–18 SoS invested $20 million
of its $100 million program budget in activities
that help secure the future of threatened plants
and animals.
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In 2017-18 SoS supported:

370

conservation projects across
New South Wales, including

345

13

species

ecological
key
communities threatening
processes

2017-18 projects by
management stream
Management stream

Number of
projects underway

Site managed species

272

Landscape-managed species

17

Iconic species

6

Data-deficient species

49

Partnership species

1

Threatened population
of a species

1

Threatened ecological communities

13

Key threatening processes

11

Total projects

26%

370

The number of active
projects grew by
almost 26% in 2017–18,
an increase of almost
75 species with
on-ground projects.

11

Maximising impact
through partnerships

30%

External partner
contributions accounted
for more than 30% of the
total money spent within
the SoS Program

• The SoS program collaborated with over 219
internal and external partners in 2017–18 – an
increase of 49 from 2016–17
• Just over $7 million was contributed to the
SoS program from external partners

2015–16
2016–17

94

active projects
297
370

2017–18

!

More projects for more species
will be undertaken in 2018–19
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SoS Program focus areas
Threatened species have different conservation needs depending on their ecology,
habitat and distribution, threats to their survival, and how much we know about
them. The SoS program manages threatened species based on what is known
about their ecology and threats, through nine focus areas.

1

Site-managed
species

37% 439
species

These are threatened plants and animals with
restricted distribution that can be protected at
specific sites; for example, by managing critical
threats such as predators, weeding, controlling
erosion or revegetation, and monitoring the results.
Almost half of all threatened species in New South
Wales are best managed this way. They include
the beach stone-curlew, creeping hop-bush and
eastern bristlebird.
Investment in 273 site-managed species occurred
in 2017–18.

2

Landscapemanaged species

8%

98

species

Landscape-managed species are best assisted
by addressing threats such as habitat loss or
degradation within a landscape. Rosenberg’s
goanna and the squirrel glider are two examples.
Investment in 17 landscape-managed species
occurred in 2017–18.

3

Iconic species

6
species

Iconic species are defined as being important
socially, culturally and economically, and the
community expects them to be effectively
managed and protected.
In 2017–18, SoS allocated $2 million to implement
actions for six iconic species: brush-tailed
rock-wallaby, koala, southern corroboree frog,
malleefowl, Wollemi pine and plains-wanderer.
6
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Partnership
species

14% 170
species

Partnership species are threatened species with
less than 10% of their population in New South
Wales. As the future safety of these species
depends on populations outside the state, they
may be better managed by other federal, state or
territory governments, and we partner with others
to protect them. This year, nine projects were
developed for 15 priority partnership species and
all went out to expert consultation. In addition, a
draft partnership species strategy was developed,
and six expert panels were held in March/April.
In 2017–18, one partnership species was invested
in, the black-striped wallaby. Further investment
in this species will occur in 2018–19.

5

Keep watch
species

9% 102
species

No immediate action is needed to protect them
but the SoS program keeps an eye on more than
100 species because they are either naturally
rare with few threats or they are more common
than once thought. If threats increase or there is
evidence that populations are declining then a
species may be reviewed and moved to another
management stream.
The Keep Watch Review Final Report was delivered
in May 2018 and Macquarie University began work
on a monitoring prioritisation framework that
focuses on keep watch species.

6

Threatened
ecological
communities

9% 110
communities

Ecological communities provide natural
management of clean air and water, provide
nutrients for the soil, protect against erosion and
salinity, and provide a healthy environment for
threatened species. They can be threatened or at
risk of extinction due to a disruption of ecological
processes, invasion by exotic species, or habitat
degradation or fragmentation.

7

Data-deficient
species

15% 178
species

We need to know more about these species
before we can secure them in the wild. Research
on these species to find out about their life history,
their distribution and threats to their survival is a
priority for the SoS program. OEH is working with
universities, museums and botanic gardens, while
field naturalist groups are conducting research and
surveys to identify and address major gaps in our
knowledge and set survey and research priorities.
The data-deficient species stream includes
72 species that we presume are extinct in
New South Wales.
Research on 46 data-deficient species was
undertaken in 2017–18.

8

Threatened
populations
of a species

4%

53

species

Threatened populations are groups of native plants
and animals likely to soon become extinct in
New South Wales. A population is a group of
organisms of the same species occupying a
particular area. The coastal emu on the NSW north
coast, the glossy black cockatoo in the Riverina
and black cypress pine on the Woronora Plateau
are examples of the 53 threatened populations in
New South Wales.
Investment in one threatened population occurred
in 2017–18.

9

Key threatening
processes

2%

27

species

Pests and weeds, climate change and habitat loss
are some of the threats facing native plants and
animals. Key threatening processes are managed
with threat abatement plans under the SoS
program.
Investment in 11 key threatening processes
occurred in 2017–18.

Investment in 11 threatened ecological communities
occurred in 2017–18.
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Case Study
Managing the impact of feral deer on threatened species
Kosciuszko National Park deer demonstration sites
A trial is underway to improve our
understanding of control strategies to manage
the impact of feral deer on threatened species
and ecological communities.
The project uses cameras and aerial surveys to
understand deer distribution and abundance
and their impact on native vegetation. As part
of the trial, the project investigates integrated
pest management approaches such as aerial
and ground control and using specialised
thermal detection equipment.

8
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Four sites have been established in Kosciuszko
National Park that have deer management
issues similar to other areas in New South
Wales. The project engages landholders to
work together to develop integrated pest
management to protect threatened species such
as the unique leafy anchor plant, which is being
decimated by deer populations.
More SoS projects will undertake deer
management once these models for feral deer
management are developed.
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Making a difference for
threatened species in NSW
Highlights of Saving our Species in 2017-18
SoS is the flagship threatened species conservation
program in New South Wales, driving actions
needed to secure our threatened plants and
animals in the wild for the next 100 years.
Through the NSW Government’s commitment of
$100 million over five years to 2020–21, as well
as over $13 million from the Environmental Trust
and over $41 million to reintroduce locally extinct
mammals, positive outcomes for threatened
species are being achieved.
Some key achievements in 2017–18 include:

1

3

Six new litters of smoky mice were welcomed at
Australia’s only captive breeding facility for the
critically endangered smoky mouse. The captive
breeding program started in July 2016 and is
designed to increase population numbers before
releasing them back into the wild.

The highest numbers of the endangered
mountain pygmy-possum were recorded at
Mount Blue Cow since monitoring began several
years ago, and an overall population increase
of the Kosciuszko population was recorded.
This success is due to the installation of a
possum crossing in the ski resort, improved
cat and fox control and increasing access to an
important mountain pygmy-possum food source
– bogong moths and beetles.

2

4

In partnership with the Environmental Trust,
200 yellow spotted bell frog tadpoles – a
species thought to be extinct until a fisheries
ecologist rediscovered it in 2009 – were
released back into the wild in March 2018 with
the assistance of Local Land Services and a
private landholder. This followed six years
of work by staff at Taronga Zoo to create a
successful captive breeding program. More
releases are anticipated in the future.

There were population increases or discoveries
of new populations for many threatened
plants, including the discovery of a large wild
population of the endangered crimson spider
orchid. Only one small population of this orchid
was previously known to exist. The work being
done to control key threats to plants including
fencing, weed control and increasing surveys
to know where populations are and to monitor
changes, is making a difference.

10
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8
Two koalas were spotted on night vision
cameras in the Dharug National Park, making
them the first confirmed koala sightings in the
area for decades. SoS is also part of the
$44 million NSW Koala Strategy released
by the NSW Government in May 2018.

5
Citizen scientists from across Australia and the
world helped researchers count Illawarra’s elusive
spotted-tailed quoll as part of the Quollidor
project. The project asked citizen scientists to
go online and help analyse more than 80,000
photos taken from across the Illawarra region.
More than 300 volunteers answered the call and
helped work out that 20 individual quolls call the
Barren Grounds Nature Reserve and Budderoo
National Park home.

6
The largest ever search for the environmental
weed orange hawkweed was undertaken in
conjunction with the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NPWS), to help eradicate it
from New South Wales. Over 1015 hectares
were searched and only 1026 square metres
of orange hawkweed detected. Eradication of
mouse-ear hawkweed is also on target, with no
seeding plants recorded at any known sites in
2017–18. Eradication is possible at 35% of sites
by 2019–20.

9
As part of the reintroduction of locally extinct
mammals, 6500 fence pickets, 300 kilometres
of plain wire and 96 kilometres of netting were
installed by the Australian Wildlife Conservancy
in preparation for reintroducing bilbies into the
Pilliga Forest of northern New South Wales.
Bilbies became extinct in New South Wales
100 years ago, and it’s hoped that efforts
to remove all feral cats and foxes will also
allow other regionally extinct mammals to be
reintroduced to the Pilliga in the coming years.

7
An insurance population of the rare and
critically endangered Wollemi pine is now
generating viable seed.

10
New interpretative signage was prepared
for a range of threatened species across
Greater Sydney.
Saving our Species – Annual Report 17-18
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SoS Program delivery
In addition to on-ground conservation work for
threatened species, the SoS program framework
was endorsed in August 2017 as the conservation
program under the Biodiversity Conservation
Act 2016 (BC Act). All species strategies have
been transferred to the BC Act from the previous
legislation. Now with more components of
the framework and more strategies for the
management streams endorsed, SoS is:
• securing the future of as many threatened
species in New South Wales as possible

Science and research

• making it easier for land managers and local
communities across New South Wales to
participate

The SoS program consults extensively and
applies independent peer-reviewed science
to its work program. University and research
organisations are important partners and
bring significant expertise and leverage
to the program. This financial year
$1.2 million has been allocated to science
and research from the SoS budget, including
citizen science projects and research into
fire management, as well as $395,695 to
fund 11 science and research projects.

• identifying which species are in trouble and
putting actions in place to stop their decline
• continually improving effectiveness by monitoring
the outcomes of conservation projects
• supporting effective investment in threatened
species conservation locally and across
New South Wales by providing cost–benefit
information to local and regional decisionmakers
• attracting greater levels of investment from
public and private sources to secure threatened
species in the wild in New South Wales
• improving transparency by providing information
to the public about investment decisions and the
outcomes of those decisions for species
• improving awareness and understanding of the
importance of threatened species in the NSW
community, and
• providing information to increase opportunities
for the people of New South Wales to be
involved in conserving threatened species
(e.g. via the OEH website and social media)

Prior to these projects being selected the
science team at OEH worked for six months
with universities and other scientists (e.g.
Royal Botanic Gardens) to develop a list of
priorities that if implemented, could greatly
improve the knowledge and application
of actions aiming to help conserve NSW
threatened species. Next, it was decided
that the priorities that had the best chance
of improving the management actions of
threatened species work should be funded.
Some highlights of 2017-18 include the
development of:
• habitat suitability under future climate
scenarios for 319 threatened species by
Macquarie University via the NSW Adaptation
Research Hub in collaboration with SoS, to
support SoS management decisions
• twelve case study process models
based on SoS projects, by the University
of Queensland and the National
Environmental Science Programme (NESP)
Threatened Species Recovery Hub in
collaboration with SoS, to help inform the
development of SoS monitoring plans.
These will be completed for release in 2018–19

12
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New and ongoing science and
research projects
Eleven new science and research projects are
being delivered at various sites across New South
Wales by scientists from OEH, CSIRO, the Royal
Botanic Gardens and several universities including
the University of Sydney, the University of New
England, the University of Western Sydney, the
University of New South Wales and the University
of Newcastle.
Some of the projects include:
• $10,300 to establish priority sites and actions
to help save the stuttering frog, which is only
known to occur in south-east and north-east
New South Wales
• $32,000 for the development of propagation
techniques for endangered ground orchids using
specialised laboratory facilities, which will allow
translocation in the wild to establish new and
viable populations
• $20,000 to investigate plant pollination systems
as indicators of the impacts of fire regimes, and
• $60,000 to look at improving monitoring and
management of feral cats.
Another six projects that began in 2016–17
continued throughout 2017–18, totalling a further
investment of $464,000. In addition, during
2017–18 some projects funded at the start of the
program were coming to completion, including:
• monitoring and management of aerial baiting by
the NPWS and the impact (if any) it has on quolls
• improving program level decision-making
through spatial prioritisation modelling led by
CSIRO (this will be completed in 2018–19), and
• assessing the effectiveness of translocation as
a conservation tool for threatened plants (OEH
Science Division).

Technology and innovation
Innovation underpins the SoS program, and
this extends to how technology and technical
applications can help with conservation challenges.
Some examples of the successful integration of
technology into the program in 2017–18 include:
• use of drones to effectively and efficiently to
map habitat as well as weeds in Kosciuszko
National Park
• continuing the search for southern brown
bandicoots in Ku-ring-gai and Garigal national
parks with 72 remote cameras deployed
• installation of swamp cameras for the Swamped
by Threats project in the Blue Mountains
• koala radio tracking/GPS collars in Wollondilly
to track movement of the local koala population
• a trial of drone surveys for the plant species
Euphrasia bowdeniae and Fletcher’s drumstick
in the Blue Mountains region
• over 30,000 images captured and analysed
as part of the spotted-tail quoll project in the
Illawarra and Southern Highlands
• remote cameras installed at Tarawi National
Park for the feral cat key threatening process
research project to improve methods of
measuring cat density
• ongoing servicing of the brush-tailed rock
wallaby and predator monitoring cameras at
the Nattai National Park, Capertee Valley and
Jenolan property sites.
Saving our Species – Annual Report 2017–18
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Case Study
Trialling innovative technologies to protect species – and save time and money
The Fujitsu Digital Owl project
SoS is working in partnership with Fujitsu to trial
the Digital Owl – high-performance computing
and video analytics technology – to capture and
analyse images and information over a broad
geographic area. The information can then be
used to help locate threatened species.
A trial of the Digital Owl took place around the
Mount Dangar and Goulburn River region in the
Upper Hunter Valley, which is difficult to survey
using traditional methods because of the rocky
granite terrain. Scanning and surveying large
areas of bushland in remote areas such as this
usually requires field trips or a helicopter to
access the area and capture images, which is
both cost-prohibitive and time intensive.

14
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This innovative technology allowed SoS to
monitor species and threats saving a huge
amount of time, money and effort. The pilot
program has already yielded success by
identifying two endangered plant species
(Acacia dangarenis and Senecio linearifolius var.
dangarenis), and finding healthier populations
of these plants than were previously thought to
exist. It is also being used to better understand
and manage invasive weeds and other
threats. Drone monitoring and video analytics
technology such as the Digital Owl, have
significant application potential across the SoS
program, and could one day become standard
approaches to species monitoring.

The Species Technical Group
The Species Technical Group (STG) is comprised
of 21 threatened species experts from universities,
private practice, NGOs and OEH. The period from
1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 was the third full year
of operation for the STG, and it has continued to
ensure changes to conservation projects align with
the objectives of SoS and the management stream
of each species.
During 2017–18, 29 proposals for major changes to
conservation projects were reviewed by the STG
members. Twelve species were also newly listed and
allocated to management streams so a conservation
project can be developed.

Monitoring, evaluation
and reporting
A consistent approach to monitoring, evaluation
and reporting (MER) helps SoS ensure that:
• the monitoring of outcomes of conservation
management actions is rigorous and effective
• evaluation of outcomes is consistent and
applicable at different scales, and

In late 2017, OEH revised a program-wide
framework for monitoring, evaluating
and reporting on the outcomes of SoS
projects and actions for threatened
species and ecological communities. These
guidelines provide stakeholders and those
implementing SoS conservation projects
with a consistent approach to monitoring,
evaluation and reporting, and are now
being used and adopted for all SoS
projects. Outcomes to be monitored and
reported on include:
• tangible outputs that can be totalled
across the program
• threats under control or on track to be
under control
• management sites with populations that
are secure or on track to be secure, and
• species on track to be secure in the wild
in New South Wales for 100 years.
The guidelines are available for download
through the SoS website.

• reporting is clear and meaningful to government
and the community.
For this reason, every active species will have a
monitoring plan.
SoS also undertakes annual reporting for each
individual threatened species the program invests
in. This means the program can respond quickly
if a species undergoes a rapid decline or can
revise strategies to better address threats at
key locations. The primary focus of MER for SoS
conservation projects is to evaluate the response
of threatened species to management at the site of
investment.
Other MER highlights for 2017–18 include:
• progressing the development of project
monitoring plans for 222 species and ecological
communities
• publishing a chapter on the SoS MER framework
in the book Monitoring Threatened Species and
Ecological Communities (CSIRO Publishing).
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Program-wide evaluation

SoS database

An evaluation of the SoS program is required
every five years under the BC Act (section 4.37).
The evaluation objectives are to:

The SoS database is the register of conservation
strategies for all NSW threatened species
and ecological communities, and priority key
threatening processes. SoS database applications
provide public access to the SoS strategies
and support managers in reporting on strategy
implementation and effectiveness. SoS threatened
species strategies and annual report cards are
available on the OEH website for all to access.
The SoS database enables transparency and
accountability in the SoS program’s efforts
to secure threatened species and ecological
communities in New South Wales.

• assess the SoS governance systems and
framework that have been put in place to
manage the program and guide decisionmaking
• review the SoS database and other systems that
have been developed to manage and report on
delivery of SoS project activities
• review whether continuous improvement is
operating within the SoS program at the project
and program levels
• assess the effectiveness and sustainability of key
internal stakeholder relationships
• review the implementation of strategies to
deliver on-ground conservation outcomes.
An SoS Evaluation Framework, developed and
finalised in 2017–18, identifies the scope of the
evaluation for the 2016–17 financial year as
process and outcome evaluations for the following
elements of the SoS program:
• SoS systems (governance, continuous
improvement, internal stakeholder relationships,
SoS database)
• SoS management streams (site-managed,
iconic, data-deficient).

16
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The database was upgraded in 2017–18 (to version
4.0) to improve functionality and make it easier,
faster and more intuitive for users to report on
threatened species management actions, costs and
funding. A total of $376,000 in capital was spent on
software development, a dedicated tester, a service
delivery manager to provide user support and
system integration testing. In addition to improving
the all-round performance of the database, other
updates included a new design and user interface,
integration with existing data and systems,
responsiveness to mobile devices and different
screen sizes, and ensuring the platform is suitable
for ongoing integration and improvement.

Partnerships: Multiplying
investment and outcomes
The SoS program aims to secure the future for
as many of the 1000 threatened species in New
South Wales as possible. It’s a huge and ambitious
task and we can’t do it alone, which is why SoS
is dedicated to collaborating with businesses,
government and non-government organisations
to multiply investment and maximise positive
outcomes for threatened species in our state.
SoS was developed to tap into the strengths
of communities and businesses so we can align
capabilities, resources and efforts as a force for
conservation. Only by bringing stakeholders,
communities and volunteers together can the
SoS program save all threatened species in
New South Wales.

Partnerships are a large part of the success of
SoS, as they help raise interest in the program and
threatened species conservation, and encourage
participation through funding, volunteering, and
more integrated and targeted activities.
To help implement the program, in 2017–18 SoS
partnered with over 10 universities as well as NGOs
and local councils across New South Wales. Many
partnerships also provide opportunities to multiply
investment.

By collaborating and working
together, the SoS program can
deliver better outcomes for
threatened species in
New South Wales.

Hunter Central Coast Saving our Species Collaborative Partnerships

Saving our Species – Annual Report 2017–18
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2017–18 partnership highlights
In 2018, SoS called for expressions of interest
for two separate grant and funding schemes:
• Conservation Co-funding Scheme: The SoS
program is co-funding $2.5 million of projects
with conservation groups around New South
Wales. The groups will contribute their own
funding and will also bring their expertise
and volunteer/network base to deliver more
projects for threatened species and ecological
communities. These projects will commence in
2018–19.
• Saving our Species Contestable Grants
Program: In partnership with the Environmental
Trust $9 million of grants will be provided to
fund projects for landscape-managed species
and ecological communities. SoS is providing
$6 million (out of the $100 million SoS budget)
and $3 million is funded by the Environmental
Trust. Projects will commence in 2018–19.

18
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In June 2018, the NSW Minister for the
Environment hosted an SoS event with the
private sector to open up dialogue and invite
organisations to become SoS partners. Twenty
representatives from a range of businesses
attended. Expression of interest forms were
distributed to see what types of projects and
participation levels organisations are interested
in, and a prospectus is now being finalised which
details projects and opportunities for organisations
to commit to.

Case Study
Collaboration and landholder partnerships restoring woodland habitat
Saving Our Superb Parrot project in Southern Tablelands and South West Slopes
The beautiful superb parrot is a much-loved
threatened woodland bird that has galvanised
community action to help protect and re-establish
key habitats, particularly large trees with hollows
that provide nesting habitat. With most of the
superb parrot’s habitat occurring on private
land, habitat protection and restoration is a
major challenge.
There has been a concerted effort for several
decades by farmers and other community
members from the NSW South West Slopes and
Southern Tablelands to help save the superb
parrot. Community engagement activities by
OEH threatened species staff and OEH partners
have helped many landholders to understand
that threatened species conservation is
achievable in farming landscapes and is part
of sustainable agriculture. Many farmers have
a passion for threatened woodland birds and
protecting their habitats, such as threatened
woodland communities.

Recently, $400,000 from SoS was provided
to the ‘Saving Our Superb Parrot’ project,
which is a strong regional partnership between
OEH, the NPWS, Greening Australia, Cowra
Woodland Birds Group and five local Landcare
groups. The funding aims to support farmers
and land managers to look after superb parrot
nesting trees, such as hollow-bearing trees and
woodland vegetation, and to plant new trees
and shrubs that create corridors and ‘stepping
stones’, and dense woodland patches for shelter
and feeding. Not only does this activity benefit
the superb parrot, but it also helps a range of
other threatened woodland birds and contributes
to a more sustainable farming ecosystem. This
collaborative, community-based project builds
on the good work being done by landholders
for decades, by funding and supporting the
protection and restoration of superb parrot
habitat on private land, national parks and
reserves. It is a great example of how community
partnerships and collaboration can deliver better
outcomes for our threatened species.

Saving our Species – Annual Report 2017–18
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New partnerships in action
Partnerships are crucial in raising the profile of
threatened species conservation and enhancing
the impact of the program. Two exciting new
partnerships were established in 2017–18. A
partnership with Fujitsu, starting with a trial of the
Digital Owl drone monitoring technology (see the
technology and innovation case study above), and
a marketing and communication partnership with
Australian Geographic.
The partnership with Australian Geographic
was formed to help drive awareness of the SoS
program and the importance of threatened species
conservation through:
• Australian Geographic fundraising for six NSW
threatened species, including promotion of
selected species in-store, online and in print
magazines
• SoS sponsoring the Conservationist of the Year
category at the Australian Geographic annual
awards in October 2018
• creating SoS marketing and communication
collateral (including an SoS brochure and
prospectus)

A special role for national parks
National parks play a special role in the success
of the SoS program. The number of species
and actions on national parks and reserves
continues to increase – approximately 60–70%
of threatened species in New South Wales occur
on reserve estate and 42% of SoS sites are on
reserve estate.
Major successes in 2017–18 include successful
projects for two threatened ecological
communities – White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s
Red Gum Grassy Woodland, and Montane
Peatland Projects (Kosciuszko, Brindabella
National Park and Bimberri Nature Reserve), and
several threatened plant species including the
Minyon Quandong (Mount Jerusalem National
Park) and the Silverbush (Yuraygir Nature
Reserve). This has increased the awareness
of the value of these communities and their
associated threatened species and has bolstered
the resources available to manage threats.
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• sharing a wide range of SoS information across
their magazine and digital channels to ensure a
regular pipeline of SoS stories and messages to a
broader audience.
In May 2018, the first flyer developed by Australia
Geographic was finalised to raise funds for the
grassland earless dragon (as part of a wider
fundraising campaign). Outcomes from the
partnership will be reported on during 2018–19.

Australian Geographic is a not-for-profit
organisation that supports conservation,
natural heritage projects, scientific
endeavours, and Australian adventurers.
Australian Geographic produces a bi-monthly
magazine and has a readership of 705,000.
The organisation also has a digital presence
where it develops and shares articles daily,
as well as through its social media channels.
It fundraises, hosts events, runs an annual
award nights and coordinates scientific
expeditions to remote areas.

The NSW Environmental Trust
Saving our Species Partnership Grants program
The $10 million NSW Environmental Trust Saving
our Species Partnership Grants program funds
coordinated partnerships between government,
industry and community organisations. Grants
have 10-year timeframes, increasing the likelihood
of long-term improvements in threatened species
populations. These funds complement the
$100 million already invested in SoS.
The grants program supports nine long-term
projects of between $500,000 and $1 million. Two
smaller projects target data-deficient species and
are increasing our knowledge about the distribution,
ecology and threats facing these species, as well as
effective management actions to help secure them
in the wild. This year’s focus has been on supporting
the 11 currently funded projects. In 2017–18, the
Trust spent $1,433,581 to support projects that are
conserving and protecting the following groups of
threatened species:
• 26 site-managed species (plants and animals
that can be secured by site-specific conservation
actions)

• 67 co-occurring species (plants and animals
that are listed in multiple streams), and
• 20 data-deficient species addressing
30 identified priority research areas.
Highlights include the release of 100 captive-bred
regent honeyeaters, a site-managed species, into
the wild and the discovery of a large wild population
of the endangered crimson spider orchid. Only
one small population of this orchid was previously
known to exist. Landscape-managed highlights
include the release of over 100 baby Bell’s turtles
into the Macdonald River in the Northern Tablelands
and the installation of sediment control structures
to improve water quality in the habitat of the Blue
Mountains water skink and the giant dragonfly.
Together, grantees from both rounds have
negotiated six binding conservation agreements.
Data-deficient research grantees have also improved
knowledge of 17 threatened flora species and three
threatened frogs, and recommended a range of
actions to improve species management.

• 12 landscape-managed species (plants and
animals that need broad landscape-scale
conservation actions to address habitat loss
or degradation)

SoS Partnership Grants
outcomes of grantees:
• 139 hectares of degraded habitat
is regenerating after weeding
• 234 hectares of habitat protected
through fencing
• 808 people attended 29 training events
in conservation or regeneration activities
• Over 5200 people attended 39 events
raising awareness of threatened species
• 113 educational resources have been
developed
• 34,916 seedlings planted
• 138 hectares of native habitat revegetated
by planting
• 1572 volunteers contributed more than
17,200 hours of work towards conservation
or regeneration activities
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Engaging communities,
partners and stakeholders
New South Wales is home to some of Australia’s
most unique and loved plants and animals. We
know that education and broad involvement by
community, business and industry is key to saving
species and the habitats they rely on. Educating
people about threats impacting endangered
species and including them in the solutions helps
conserve our unique animals and plants. The more
aware we are of how our collective actions can
increase species loss, the better we can act to
curb threats and prevent extinction in the wild.
This is why engaging the broader public and
talking to people outside of the environment and
conservation area is so important.

Community engagement
During 2017–18, SoS coordinated, managed or was
involved in over 315 community events and field
days. This included events with local schools, local
community field days and fairs, citizen science bio
blitzes, displays at national park visitor centres and
more. Significantly, over 40 events were carried out
by SoS teams during National Threatened Species
Day 2017 (7 September) and Biodiversity Month
(September).
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Threatened Species Day
In 2017 in South East and South West
New South Wales, individuals and
organisations were encouraged to
undertake Threatened Species Day events
following a do-it-yourself (DIY) model. SoS
developed resources and how-to-guides
on running successful events to empower
other organisations to get involved and
commemorate this day. This resulted in
26 events being held on or around
Threatened Species Day in this region.
Around 1750 participated in the DIY
Threatened Species Day events in 2017
– compared to around 350 people who
participated in these activities in this region
in 2016. In addition, promotion of these
events was estimated to reach about 20,000
people through traditional and social media.

External communication and awareness raising
Communication and awareness raising is critical
to the ongoing success of the SoS program, as it
helps ensure stakeholders and communities are
active partners, and that activities and investment
are aligned.
SoS reached a wider audience in 2017–18, with
communication activity including engaging with
the media, creating more compelling content,
and expanding social and digital media activity.
Amplifying SoS messages through partner and
stakeholder channels was another focus. Some
highlights include:
• 397 media articles about SoS or SoS projects
(including print, TV, radio and online) with 64%
directly mentioning SoS and 75% positive in
sentiment
• more than 100 different species were profiled in
the media, helping raise awareness of the variety
of threatened species in New South Wales and
the work being done to save them.
Some of the key communication and awareness
raising activity in 2017–18 includes:
• Social media: SoS increased its presence
across OEH and NPWS social media channels
(Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter and NPWS
Facebook) and published one piece of content
each week.
• Newsletter: The quarterly SoS newsletter
continues to be a great vehicle for sharing
success stories and profiling volunteers and
project officers delivering threatened species

projects. Four editions of the newsletter were
distributed in 2017–18 and almost 700 people
joined as subscribers, bringing total subscribers
to just under 2000.
• Content creation: Video is a powerful
communication medium and to raise awareness
of SoS and threatened species, SoS has started
creating more video content. A video is now
available explaining why threatened species in
New South Wales are so important, which was
showcased at an SoS event featuring the NSW
Minister for the Environment.
• Publications: SoS published 11 reports, strategies
and guides in 2017–18 including strategies for
protecting specific species and threatened
communities, and reporting and evaluation
guidelines. These can be accessed via the OEH
website.
• Sponsorships: SoS sponsored a range of
conferences in 2017–18 including:
°° Joint Ecological Society of Australia and NZ
Ecological Society (EcoTAS) conference in
the Hunter Valley
°° Australasian Wildlife Management Society
conference in Katoomba
°° Annual Chlamydia Conference (koalas) held
at UTS in Sydney, and
°° Australasian Bat Conference held in
Richmond.
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Case Study
Community engagement helps save critically endangered plant
North Rothbury Persoonia community planting project in the Hunter Valley
The North Rothbury persoonia has a highly
restricted distribution (it is a site-managed
species under SoS) and with only 1000 existing
in the wild, it is critically endangered. Much of
its distribution occurs on small rural properties
and roadsides surrounding the village of North
Rothbury, so it’s important that residents gain a
sense of ownership and understanding and have
a desire to protect it and report any issues.
In partnership with the NPWS and local
volunteers, SoS has helped the population
grow by 400 after two successful planting
campaigns. The program of supplementing the
wild population with translocated stock began
in 2015 and has seen the population increase
by almost 60%. The persoonia is a bright green
shrub with small yellow flowers and edible fruit,
which will become a valuable food source for
native bees, grazing animals and fruit eating
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birds as it recovers. As part of attending
planting days, volunteers were given their own
plants, grown by the Royal Botanic Gardens, to
take home as both a thank you gift and as an
example of how residents can coexist with the
persoonia in the community.

Looking ahead to 2018-19:
More projects for more species
As SoS approaches the halfway point of its $100 million investment, we need as
much support as possible from partners to maximise outcomes, because threatened
species conservation requires a long-term commitment from us all.
Some of the key focus areas for the year ahead
include:
• increasing the number of on-ground species
projects and increasing the number of projects
to tackle key threats to threatened species.
Reducing threats will have a positive impact for
a range of species
• building partnerships to increase and multiply
investment and maximise positive outcomes for
threatened species
• improving cost-effectiveness so actions for more
species can be undertaken
• increasing communication and community
engagement so more people are aware of
threatened species conservation and have an
opportunity to make a difference
• expanding the partnership with Australian
Geographic to continue to tap into its engaged
conservation audience who can help make a
difference
• providing more opportunities for people to
contribute to threatened species conservation.

We cannot take our plants and animals for granted.
We must all act now, to ensure the future of our threatened species.
For further information on Saving our Species visit
environment.nsw.gov.au/sos
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